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Abstract

Pretraining from unlabelled web videos has
quickly become the de-facto means of achiev-
ing high performance on many video under-
standing tasks. Features are learned via pre-
diction of grounded relationships between vi-
sual content and automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) tokens. However, prior pretrain-
ing work has been limited to only instruc-
tional videos; a priori, we expect this domain
to be relatively “easy:” speakers in instruc-
tional videos will often reference the literal ob-
jects/actions being depicted. We ask: can sim-
ilar models be trained on more diverse video
corpora? And, if so, what types of videos are
“grounded” and what types are not? We fit
a representative pretraining model to the di-
verse YouTube8M dataset, and study its suc-
cess and failure cases. We find that visual-
textual grounding is indeed possible across
previously unexplored video categories, and
that pretraining on a more diverse set results
in representations that generalize to both non-
instructional and instructional domains.

1 Introduction

Self-supervised pretraining approaches have re-
cently been adapted to web videos (Sun et al.,
2019a,b; Miech et al., 2019, 2020; Zhu and Yang,
2020; Amrani et al., 2020); the resulting mod-
els have achieved state-of-the-art performance on
a wide range of video understanding tasks, e.g.,
dense caption generation, action localization, etc.

In general, the pretraining step requires a large,
unlabelled corpus of web videos. The training ob-
jective aligns visual content (i.e., video segments)
with automatic speech recognition (ASR) tokens,
and the resulting representations are fine-tuned for
downstream tasks. The assumption underlying
this family of approaches is that, in the pretrain-
ing corpus, spoken words have some consistent,

grounded relationship with the temporally corre-
sponding visual content.

However, in contrast to the highly diverse
corpora utilized for text-based pretraining
(Wikipedia, Common Crawl, etc.), pretraining for
web videos (so far) has been limited to instruc-
tional videos. This domain restriction is motivated
by the commonly accepted notion that “procedu-
ral knowledge tends to be inherently multimodal”
(Malmaud et al., 2015). We expect that the seman-
tic information in video frames and ASR tokens
is readily correlated in instructional videos. But
corpus diversity brings significant benefits: in the
text-only case, models can effectively represent
diverse real-world entities (Roberts et al., 2020)
precisely because pretraining is not restricted to,
e.g., only fictional stories (Zhu et al., 2015).

In search of more general representations, our
main question is: does video-ASR pretraining
“work” for more diverse pretraining corpora?
Are certain categories of non-instructional videos
“groundable,” thus enabling diverse representa-
tion learning? Or are some types too difficult,
only acting as training noise? We conclude that:
1) grounding is indeed possible in a wide range
of yet-to-be-computationally-exploited YouTube
video categories, e.g., walk-throughs, vehicles,
tech reviews, etc., with some harder than others;
2) transferable representations can be successfully
learned by training on a more diverse set, which
may provide more versatility.

2 Related Work

ASR is known to be a useful signal source in vari-
ous instructional video understanding tasks (Gupta
et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017; Huang* et al.,
2018; Moriya et al., 2019), e.g., action detec-
tion/classification (Yu et al., 2014; Alayrac et al.,
2017; Chang et al., 2019; Kuehne et al., 2019),
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segmentation/captioning (Sener et al., 2015), and
instruction alignment (Malmaud et al., 2015;
Alayrac et al., 2016). A number of multimodal
instructional video datasets have been proposed
(Wang et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2019; Sanabria
et al., 2018). A notable recent example of work
addressing a non-instructional video corpus is Ig-
nat et al. (2019), who analyze grounded-ness in
lifestyle vlogs. Fouhey et al. (2018) highlight the
difference between keyword search vs. implicitly
mining action data of interest from a broader cor-
pus (e.g., Bregler (1997); Gu et al. (2018)).
Operational grounding. Our work builds upon
prior operational notions of grounding: if an algo-
rithm is able to consistently predict specific visual-
textual relationships, then that relationship is said
to be “grounded” (Lu et al., 2008; Berg et al.,
2010; Parikh and Grauman, 2011; Hill and Korho-
nen, 2014; Hessel et al., 2018). Yanai and Barnard
(2005), for example, examine an image+text cor-
pus and rank “substrings of text by how well their
occurrence can be predicted from visual features.”
One shortcoming of any model-based operational-
ization of “grounding” is that only positive in-
stances of groundedness can be identified: if one
model fails to ground something, perhaps a better
model could have.

3 Video-ASR pretraining + our model

Recent work in designing pretraining objectives:
1) assumes that ASR tokens have, on average,
some correspondence to temporally co-occurring
video frames within the same video; and 2)
ignores clips that lack ASR. We consider a
model that encapsulates both of these assump-
tions.1 The model is a slight simplification of
Miech et al. (2019), where a joint embedding
for the visual content and ASR tokens is learned.
While more sophisticated methods based on self-
attention models have since been examined (e.g.,
Zhu and Yang (2020)), joint embedding models
are still performant and offer greater interpretabil-
ity, thus enabling our later error analyses.
Model details. The similarity between clip i and
ASR caption j, si,j , is estimated by computing
the cosine similarity between their corresponding
embeddings in the joint space. Joint embedding
models are parameterized using gated, multi-layer

1While more complicated models are possible, our goal is
to conduct an error analysis of a simple, representitive model,
not to necessarily achieve state-of-the-art results.

feedforward networks. The visual features we use
as input are: frame-wise 2D Inception-v1 pre-
trained for object detection (Szegedy et al., 2015;
Sun et al., 2017) and 3D CNN S3D-G features
pretrained for action recognition (Xie et al., 2018;
Kay et al., 2017). The language feature inputs are
300 dimensional vectors per word-type; these are
fine-tuned during the training process. Max pool-
ing is used for both token embeddings and for per-
frame visual features to achieve a single visual and
textual embedding for each clip.2

During training, temporally corresponding
(clip, ASR caption) pairs are sampled (“Positive”
cases). For each positive case, a set of mismatched
“N egative” cases is also sampled both from other
videos and from the same video in equal propor-
tion. In contrast to Miech et al. (2019), we control
for clip length, and sample temporally fixed-length
segments. In initial experiments with variable-
length segments, we found that our models were
capable of “cheating” the grounding task by align-
ing longer (and shorter, respectively) clips with
longer (and shorter) ASR captions, largely ignor-
ing content. Thus, this simplifying choice makes
our error analysis significantly more straightfor-
ward, and results in minimal performance change.
We use 5 second segments, but results are sim-
ilar with 10 or 30 second windows (see Ap-
pendix E). To generate segments, we initially
randomly sample 256 per video before discarding
ones that have no temporally-accompanying ASR.
Segments may overlap, though results are similar
without overlaps (see Appendix D). The following
hinge loss is minimized for margin δ:

ÿ

i,jPP , N
maxp0, δ ` si,j ´ si,iq `maxp0, δ ` sj,i ´ si,iq

(1)
We trained with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015), a
learning rate of .001, and set δ “ .1, but didn’t un-
dertake significant hyperparameter optimization.
We terminate training after 300K steps.
CrossTask replication. To verify that our model
simplifications didn’t significantly hinder perfor-
mance, we replicated key experiments from Miech
et al. (2019). In particular, we sought to gather the
pretraining corpus they used, HowTo100M, which
consists of 1.22M videos. Because of, e.g., users
deleting videos, we were able to gather features
for only 87% of the original set, 1.06M videos.

2When training on YouTube-600K the vocabulary size is
61K.
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First, we’ll prepare 
the ingredients….

Put three ounces of 
lemon zest in a 

bowl...

We’ll get an empty 
jar, and begin filling 

it...
And that’s it!! Enjoy!

Figure 1: Intra-video AUC metric: the model scores all
possible links between clips and ASR captions within
a single video; the model is rewarded for assigning
higher similarity to temporally-aligned segments ver-
sus mismatched ones.

We verify the performance of our model us-
ing the CrossTask localization task (Zhukov et al.,
2019). While we defer details to the original pa-
per, the goal of CrossTask is to temporally local-
ize a set of procedural steps for a task in an unla-
belled/unsegmented video depicting that task. An
algorithm’s performance is evaluated with a recall
metric (higher is better). We follow the evaluation
procedure given in Miech et al. (2019), except in-
stead of embedding each frame individually, we
embed a sliding 5-second window of video clips.

Our simplified model trained on less data per-
forms comparably to Miech et al. (2019)’s. We
achieve 32.6 recall, while they report 33.6 recall;
for reference, a supervised upper-bound without
pre-training achieves 31.6 recall (full results and
more details are in Appendix B).
Measuring visual-textual alignment. Viewed
through the lens of link prediction between truly
co-occuring (clip, ASR) pairs, Eq. 1 can be seen
as a differentiable approximation of AUC (Rendle
et al., 2009). Thus, we propose to operationally
measure the groundedness using intra-video AUC:
a single score is assigned to each video, reward-
ing the model if it is able to successfully align
temporal pairs within the same video (and penal-
izing it if not). Fig. 1 presents a visualization of
this method. One notable advantage of AUC versus
other link prediction metrics is that it is insensitive
to the label distribution: shorter videos are not sys-
tematically assigned higher scores simply because
there are fewer incorrect links.

4 A More Diverse Corpus

YouTube-600K. YouTube8M (Abu-El-Haija
et al., 2016) is a dataset of 6.1M YouTube

Category % videos

BBC 74.1%
President (USA) 71.7%
Hair conditioner 71.1%
Madden NFL 69.3%
Wig 67.9%
Magic (card game) 67.9%
Booster pack 67.4%
Raw foodism 66.5%
NBA 2K14 65.2%
Silver 65.2%

(a) Most ASR

Category % videos

Pachinko 0.4%
Jumbotron 0.4%
Chipmunk 0.3%
Taiko no Tatsujin 0.2%
Yo-kai Watch 0.1%
Zee Bangla 0.1%
Karaoke box 0.1%
Wangan Midnight 0.1%
Caporales 0.0%
Military band 0.0%

(b) Least ASR

Table 1: Categories of YouTube8M with the highest
and lowest availability of English ASR (minimum 1K
videos); corpus mean = 17%.

videos,3 where each video is labeled across 3K
categories, ranging from “cooking” to “games” to
“nature.” It is among the largest and most diverse
publicly available dataset of YouTube videos.
Due to user deletions and videos without detected
spoken words, we are able to collect ASR via the
YouTube API for 1.4M (29%) videos; we further
filtered to 817K videos tagged with English
ASR.4 There is an extremely wide variance of
ASR availability per category, e.g., 74% of “BBC”
videos (a category that generally contains news
videos by the broadcaster) have ASR, whereas
almost no “Military band” videos do (Table 1).
While the percentage of ASR-available videos
is higher in many instructional video categories,
e.g., “cooking” at 31%, “cosmetics” at 44%, etc.,
many non-instructional categories on YouTube
have ASR available (e.g., “silver” at 65%; mostly
videos about coins). Maintaining the train /
validation split of the original data release yields
639K training videos (henceforth referred to as
YouTube-600K) and 167K validation-set videos.
Human annotation of “Is-it-instructional”
While a qualitative examination of YouTube8M
reveals clear topical and stylistic diversity
compared to domain-restricted corpora, we quan-
titatively verify that YouTube8M does not consist
of mostly instructional videos.

We sample 6.8K videos with English ASR from
the validation set for human labeling. Each video
is shown to three paid annotators, who each pro-
vide a Yes/No answer to the question: “Does this

3v3 of the dataset is smaller than v1/v2, due to videos
becoming unavailable over time and other refinements.

4We expect that non-English videos will similarly be an
excellent source of visual-textual grounding training data,
particularly for under-resourced languages. We focused on
English to simplify our error analyses. But in future work,
we expect to not impose such a limitation.
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Figure 2: Distribution of intra-video AUC scores,
grouped by meta category, compared to the overall dis-
tribution.

video focus on real-world human actions accom-
panied by procedural language that explains what
is happening on screen in reasonable detail?” Note
that our definition of “instructional” intends to in-
clude the usual “how-to” videos, but also attempts
to capture a more general notion of “instructional-
ness”. For instance, an un-boxing video where
parts of a product are taken out and assembled
along with corresponding narration should receive
“Yes”, whereas a video showing only a product
from different angles should receive “No”, due to
a lack of narrated human actions.

After a pilot study with a few iterations over
the guidelines and examples, the annotators reach
high agreement: in 96% of cases, all three judges
are unanimous. From these annotations, we es-
timate that around 74% of the videos in the
YouTube-600K corpus are not instructional, even
for the generalized notion of “instructional-ness.”
For reference, Miech et al. (2019) conduct an anal-
ysis of 100 videos from HowTo100M (constructed
with the intention to focus on how-to videos) and
estimate that 71% are instructional.

The annotated i3-video corpus (is-it-
instructional-video) is available for download.5

One potential use-case: consider an automated
tool designed exclusively for use on instructional
videos. A classifier trained on our labelled
corpus could be used to determine if applying
the automated tool is appropriate or not for an
unlabelled input video.
Which categories are easiest/hardest? We train
our model on YouTube-600K, and compute intra-
video AUC for each of the 178K validation videos.
First, we average all videos labeled with a partic-
ular category to produce a per-category AUC score.
The performance in a vast majority of categories

5https://github.com/
google-research-datasets/i3-video

Domain Example Categories (AUC)

Vehicles Crossover SUV (70); Sedan (69);
Minivan (69); Station wagon (68)

Walkthroughs Hotel Suite (71); Apartment (69);
Dining room (68); Living room (68)

Advertising Advertising (68); Television advertisement (66);
Infomercial (63)

Tech Reviews CNET (66), Netbook (65), Asus (63)
IPhone 5S (64), MacBook (64)

Toys Funko (66); Monster High (64); Figurine (64)
Action Figure (64)

Appliances Home appliance (65); Washing machine (64);
Kitchen stove (64)

Places Greenhouse (62) University (61);
Amusement park (59)

Table 2: Domains with high operational groundability.

is above the 50 AUC (random) baseline, and ranges
from 51 (“Mixtape”) to 76 (“Muffin”). To make
sure that the model is not succeeding simply be-
cause a category happened to be frequent in the
dataset, we note the correlation between category
AUC and category frequency is essentially zero
(ρ “ .02, p ą .58). This suggests that at least
some aspect of most categories of videos can be
visual-textually grounded.

We next coarsely aggregate the YouTube8M
categories into meta-categories, e.g., “Food and
Drink.”6 The AUC distribution of 4 popular meta
categories relative to the overall AUC distribution
is given in Fig. 2. In general, the grounding suc-
ceeds most readily on makeup/hair videos (e.g.,
“Eye liner” AUC “ 74, “Updo” AUC “ 68,
etc.) and cooking videos (e.g., “Vegetarian cui-
sine” AUC “ 71), domains that have been previ-
ously used in video grounding work. Besides these
already-studied domains, other high-scoring cate-
gory types emerge (Table 2). Conversely, some
categories are more difficult for the model, e.g.,
video game categories like “RuneScape” AUC “

54 and “First-person shooter” AUC “ 55; speakers
in these videos often reference diverse topics un-
related to the game itself. Non-video-game cate-
gories can also be difficult, e.g., “Unidentified fly-
ing object” AUC “ 56, “Dashcam” AUC “ 54.

We next ask: are instructional videos indeed
easier to operationally ground? While human
judgements of instructional-ness and intra-video
AUC are positively correlated ρ “ .20 (p ! 0),
the low magnitude of this correlation provides ad-
ditional empirical confirmation that other types of
videos are also promising.
Within-category observations. To this point,

6These meta-categories are called “verticals,” and are re-
leased with YouTube8M.

https://github.com/google-research-datasets/i3-video
https://github.com/google-research-datasets/i3-video
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Figure 3: Correlation between per-segment AUC scores
and segment timing within video (left column) and the
number of tokens in a segment (right column)

we have identified broad categories of YouTube
videos that are more groundable than others. How-
ever, it is not yet clear why, e.g., the algorithm gets
64 AUC on “Action Figure,” or 55 AUC on “Call
of Duty” (a first-person shooter game). We now
define a segment-level AUC metric, analogous to
the intra-video AUC metric previously defined: it
quantifies how readily individual ASR captions are
temporally localized by the model within the same
video (see Menon and Elkan (2011) for a descrip-
tion of different AUC variants).

Before examining the relationship between
content-based features and segment-level AUC,
contextual factors must be considered. Fig. 3 illus-
trates clear relationships 1) between ASR caption
placement within a video and segment AUC (seg-
ments at the very beginning and very end of videos
tend to be easier); and 2) between the number of
tokens in an ASR caption and segment AUC. For
“Action Figure”, ASR segments with more words
are easier (this is the case with most categories),
but for “Call of Duty”, the opposite is true.

After controlling for contextual variables, we
train OLS regression models to predict segment
AUC from lexical unigram features, while con-
trolling for timing/length features. Lexical fea-
tures add predictive capacity (p ! .01, F-test).
While we find some patterns predictive of seg-
ment AUC for both categories, e.g., intro/outro-
language (e.g., “hey”, “welcome”, “peace”), we
also observe topical patterns, e.g., several uni-
grams associated with specific action figure body
parts (“knee”, “shoulder”, “joint”, etc.) are posi-
tively associated with segment AUC.

5 Implications for Pretraining

While we’ve thusfar shown that self-grounding is
possible for a diverse set of domains, do we gain
anything by training on a more diverse corpus? Or
do difficult-to-ground videos introduce noise and
degrade representations for downstream tasks?

We compare two versions of our model: one
with parameters learned from training on the di-
verse YouTube-600K corpus (MDiverse), and one
with parameters learned from a domain-specific
corpus of 1M instructional videos (MInstructional).

First, we evaluate each model’s capacity to
localize instructional steps on the CrossTask
(Zhukov et al., 2019) dataset. MDiverse performs
admirably, even with significant domain mismatch
and fewer pretraining videos: recall drops by
only 15% (32.6 Ñ 27.4) when swapping from
MInstructional to MDiverse.

We next evaluate each model’s performance
on the same-video clip alignment task over a di-
verse set of videos: the sample of 6.8K human-
annotated videos from the YouTube8M validation
set. In terms of intra-video AUC, MDiverse out-
performs MInstructional on 59% of videos. If we
split the data across the “Is-it-instructional” hu-
man judgements and compare the two models in
each subset, MInstructional “wins” in 57% of the
instructional videos, whereas MDiverse “wins” in
65% of non-instructional cases.
In short: both models achieve reasonable perfor-
mance under instructional vs. non-instructional
train/test domain mismatch. Taken together, this is
a promising result for future pretraining work with
more diverse corpora: at least for these evalua-
tions, good performance on an instructional video
grounding task is still possible under domain shift.
And while the comparison of intra-video AUC is
not necessarily definitive, it suggests that diverse
corpora may provide more versatility, and we look
forward to exploring this further in future work.

6 Conclusion

Peeking through the lens of a joint embed-
ding model, we probe into learning visual-textual
grounding over a more diverse corpus of YouTube
videos vs. prior work. We find that learning
visual-textual grounding is possible across many
yet-to-be-explored categories of YouTube videos,
and that it’s possible to learn generalizable repre-
sentations from a more diverse video set.
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A Additional Model Details

We adapt Miech et al. (2019)’s joint embedding
model that pre-trains by aligning ASR tokens with
corresponding video frames. The main difference
between our implementation and theirs is how we
generated (ASR, caption) pairs. While we consid-
ered generating clips according to their method-
ology, we ran into two problems. First, in early
experiments, we found that the interpretability our
error analysis was significantly impacted by vary-
ing clip length. For example: we were worried that
it might not be consistent to compare the model’s
ability to temporally ground a 1s clip vs. a 15 sec-
ond clip. There was also high correlation between
caption length and temporal clip duration, which
further complicated interpretation. Sampling clips
of uniform duration solved these problems.

Second, Miech et al. (2019)’s temporal segmen-
tation was generated by relying on the scrolling
timing of the ASR tokens on the YouTube, i.e., the
time that YouTube decides to generate a linebreak,
removing a line of caption from the screen. Via
manual inspection, we found that scrolling time
was temporally unreliable, e.g., the time in which
ASR captions scroll on YouTube often differs sig-
nificantly from when particular words were said.
Instead, we sample 256 candidate 5 second seg-
ments uniformly at random from the video, and
then discard segments that have no corresponding
ASR.
Additional visual feature details. For 2D fea-
tures, we sample frames at 1FPS from all of the
videos in our corpus, resize frames to be 256 by
256, and pass them through Inception-v1 (Szegedy
et al., 2015) pretrained on JFT (Sun et al., 2017).
For 3D convolutional networks, we follow a simi-
lar procedure to (Sun et al., 2019), sample frames
at 30FPS, aggregate frames into one second non-
overlapping clips of 1 second each, and run an
S3D-G (Xie et al., 2018) network that is pretrained
on the Kinetics action recognition dataset (Kay
et al., 2017). Both 2D and 3D features are L2 nor-
malized. The result of this process is a 2524-D
feature vector for each second of video in our cor-
pus.

B Comparison to HowTo100M

The full per-task recall comparisons are given in
Table 3. Our results, like those of Miech et al.
(2019), use Zhukov et al. (2019)’s dynamic pro-
gramming postprocessing method. We found that
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(b) Call of Duty (54 category AUC)

Figure 4: Correlation between per-segment AUC scores
and segment timing within video (left column) and the
number of tokens in a segment (right column) for the
140K checkpoint (compare to the 300K checkpoint in
the main paper).

it usually resulted in a small performance increase.
Our simplified model performs only slightly

worse (3%) than Miech et al. (2019)’s. While
we argue that our model is certainly still repre-
sentative, there are several reasons why this gap
might exist. For example, there may be a regu-
larizing effect when the model is allowed to view
clips of varying length. Furthermore, our fea-
ture set was different; we used different (but com-
parable) base neural networks for feature extrac-
tion. Also, our model is trained on less data due
to authors deleting their videos. Finally — we
didn’t tune the training hyperparameters for our
model/implementation, e.g., hinge size, learning
rate, batch size, etc.

C Stability of results to checkpoint

To ensure the results related to intra-video AUC

were insensitive to the particular choice of model
checkpoint, we re-did the experiments in §4 using
a version of our model checkpointed at 140K iter-
ations vs. the 300K presented in the main paper;
these experiments were conducted over 21K dev
videos instead of the full 167K dev videos pre-
sented in the main paper. Figures+tables in that
section were consistent with the presented results,
and the qualitative observations about the “Action
Figure” category held (see Figure 4 for replicated
figures).

D Stability of results to overlapping
windows

When we generate our windows at training and
testing time to compute intra-video AUC, given that
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Zhukov et al. (2019) 15.6 10.6 7.5 14.2 9.3 11.8 17.3 13.1 6.4 12.9 27.2 9.2 15.7 8.6 16.3 13.0 23.2 7.4 13.3
Supervised upper-bound (Zhukov et al., 2019) 19.1 25.3 38.0 37.5 25.7 28.2 54.3 25.8 18.3 31.2 47.7 12.0 39.5 23.4 30.9 41.1 53.4 17.3 31.6
HowTo100M (1.2M videos)Ñ Crosstask (Miech et al., 2019) 33.5 27.1 36.6 37.9 24.1 35.6 32.7 35.1 30.7 28.5 43.2 19.8 34.7 33.6 40.4 41.6 41.9 27.4 33.6

èonly 600K instructional videos 32.6

èonly 200K instructional videos 31.1

Our HowTo100M (1.06M videos)Ñ Crosstask 24.5 30.0 39.9 32.0 27.0 37.2 33.6 33.5 24.4 27.7 44.7 19.1 32.9 31.7 35.3 46.6 43.4 22.9 32.6
Our YouTube-600K (639K videos; 166K instr)Ñ Crosstask 21.5 24.7 35.2 26.2 19.6 29.5 25.8 30.1 20.9 22.9 32.7 18.4 26.7 27.2 31.0 43.3 37.7 20.5 27.4

Table 3: Comparison between our simplified model and Miech et al. (2019)’s model on CrossTask, and the effect
of pretraining the model on YouTube-600K instead of HowTo100M. Note that HowTo100M Ñ Crosstask results
are pre-trained on less data when compared to the original works due to video deletion.

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Video-level AUC

Overall
Beauty & Fitness
Food & Drink
Autos & Vehicles
Games

Figure 5: Meta-category AUC with window size of 5,
but test-time windows are sampled without overlap.

we sample 256 candidates per video (and then fil-
ter out clips without associated temporal ASR),
the windows frequently overlap. We ran additional
experiments to ensure that our results held when
we sampled non-overlapping clips at testing time.

We computed an alternate version of the intra-
video AUC results using a 140K training itera-
tion checkpoint. Instead of sampling 256 seg-
ments at testing time, we only (randomly) sam-
ple up to 10 segments, but force them to be non-
overlapping. There are some videos that are dis-
carded in this process. For 1/500 videos (or so) we
cannot sample non-overlapping segments. How-
ever, among the majority of videos for which the
sampling is successful, the Spearman correlation
with the category-level results allowing for over-
lap is ρ “ .98. Figure 5 reproduces the meta-
category plot from the main paper, but with test-
time segments sampled without overlap.

E Additional Window Sizes

The results presented in the main paper use a tem-
poral window size of five seconds. We were cu-
rious as to the stability of our observations with
respect to the choice of this window size. While
changing the window size, to an extent, changes

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Video-level AUC

Overall
Beauty & Fitness
Food & Drink
Autos & Vehicles
Games

(a) Window size = 10

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Video-level AUC

Overall
Beauty & Fitness
Food & Drink
Autos & Vehicles
Games

(b) Window size = 30

Figure 6: Meta-category AUC using models trained
with alternate window sizes of t “ 10, 30 seconds. The
main paper results are with t “ 5 second windows.

the nature of the task, we ran with window size
10s and window size 30s to measure the stability
of the results.
Category-level AUC. We computed the intra-video
AUC values for the models trained with alternate
window sizes. Largely, while the individual AUC

values may change by a point or two, the relative
pattern stayed the same. The per-category Spear-
man correlation with the results for the t “ 5
windows was high: ρ “ .99 for t “ 10 and
ρ “ .96 for t “ 30 (both correlations are true
with p ! .001). It should be noted that there are
marginal differences in the development set videos
used for the experiments at t “ 5, 10, 30s: be-
cause experiments were run at different times, due
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Domain Example Categories (AUC)

Vehicles Crossover SUV (73); Sedan (72);
Minivan (72); Station wagon (71)

Walkthroughs Hotel Suite (74); Apartment (72);
Dining room (71); Living room (70)

Advertising Advertising (69); Television advertisement (67);
Infomercial (64)

Tech Reviews CNET (67), Netbook (68), Asus (66)
IPhone 5S (66), MacBook (66)

Toys Funko (68); Monster High (66); Figurine (66)
Action Figure (66)

Appliances Home appliance (67); Washing machine (66);
Kitchen stove (66)

Places Greenhouse (63) University (63);
Amusement park (60)

Table 4: High groundability categories with t “ 10
seconds.

to video deletion, 2% fewer videos were available
for later experiments. Figure 6 recreates the meta-
category plot from the main paper with the differ-
ent window sizes; Tables 4 and 5 report the same
category-level AUC values as the table in the main
paper. Overall, the results are very similar.
Transfer learning. In the main paper, we ex-
plored the differences between models trained on
YouTube-600K vs. HowTo100M. Here, we con-
ducted the same YouTube8M self-grounding ex-
periments as described in the main paper (vary-
ing the training set) with w “ 10 instead of
w “ 5. The results are very similar. In terms
of intra-video AUC, MDiverse (trained on YouTube-
600K) outperforms MInstructional (trained on
HowTo100M) on 58% of videos (compared to
59% for w “ 5 in the main paper). If we split the
data across the “Is-it-instructional” human judge-
ments and compare the two models in each subset,
MInstructional “wins” in 57% of the instructional
videos (compared to 57% for w “ 5 in the main
paper), whereas MDiverse “wins” in 63% of non-
instructional cases (compared to 65% for w “ 5
in the main paper).

F Additional Reproducability
Information

The models were trained and evaluated on a mix of
TPU and GPU clusters. Depending on the particu-
lar hardware, the training process takes roughly 1
or 2 days to get 300K training iterations. While we
make no particular claim about parameter/time ef-
ficiency, the number of parameters of our models
are similar to HowTo100M’s, i.e., roughly 50M.
The runtime of our model is relatively fast —
on GPUs, batches of hundreds of videos can be
processed in seconds. For hyperparameters not

Domain Example Categories (AUC)

Vehicles Crossover SUV (72); Sedan (72);
Minivan (71); Station wagon (71)

Walkthroughs Hotel Suite (74); Apartment (71);
Dining room (72); Living room (71)

Advertising Advertising (67); Television advertisement (65);
Infomercial (61)

Tech Reviews CNET (65), Netbook (67), Asus (65)
IPhone 5S (64), MacBook (65)

Toys Funko (66); Monster High (65); Figurine (65)
Action Figure (66)

Appliances Home appliance (65); Washing machine (64);
Kitchen stove (64)

Places Greenhouse (61) University (60);
Amusement park (59)

Table 5: High groundability categories with t “ 30
seconds.

specifically described, we mirror the choices made
in the HowTo100M public repo.7 For evaluating
CrossTask, we wrote our own recall computing
code that mirrors the setup publicly released by the
authors;8 this includes several ad-hoc decisions,
e.g., computing the floor/ceiling of temporal an-
notations in CrossTask to form the window, and
only counting a ”hit” when the predicted time is
strictly less than the ceiling (rather than less than
or equal).
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